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Going to Fair Day 
 

 
 
 
What is Fair Day? 
 
Fair Day is a special day to celebrate the start of Mardi Gras. It is a little bit like a party and 
a little bit like a picnic that lots and lots of people go to. Fair Day happens in a big park 
called Victoria Park in Sydney. The park looks very different on Fair Day – full of lots of 
people and stalls and stages. The park doesn’t look the same as it does on other days.  
 
When do we go to Fair Day? 
 
Fair day usually happens every year in February. It is usually on a Sunday. Fair Day is open 
for people to visit all day but we might not stay for the whole day. Sometimes we might 
go and visit Fair day for a morning or the afternoon, or sometimes we might have lunch 
there.  
 
Why do we go to Fair Day? 
 
Fair Day is a special day when we can meet other people like my family. It’s good to 
meet people who are like us and have fun with people who might be like our family. It’s 
also good to meet with people who are different to our family. We can have fun with 
them too. 
 
What happens when we get to Fair Day? 
 
Lots of people go to Fair day to do lots of different things.  
 
Sometimes we might do some shopping at Fair Day. There are lots of market stalls at Fair 
Day. Some of the market stalls sell food, some of the market stalls sell other things like 
clothes. Some of the stalls don’t sell anything at all. These stalls have people that want to 
tell other people about something like Rainbow Families.  
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Sometimes the Rainbow Families have a stall and my parents might stand near the stall 
and talk to other people about being a Rainbow Family. 
 

 
Sometimes we might see people with their dogs in the dog show. Sometimes the dogs are 
dressed up in special costumes or sometimes the dogs are on leads walking with their 
owners. 
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Sometimes there is music and dancing at Fair Day. We might watch people sing or dance 
or play music on a stage. Sometimes the stage is outside or sometimes it might be in a big 
tent. 
 

 
 
A lot of people like to go to Fair Day so it can be very busy. It can be noisy sometimes but 
there might be a quiet space we can go and sit in if it gets too noisy. If I am scared 
because it is too noisy or too busy I should tell my parents. My parents will be able to help 
me if I feel scared.  
 
There is a kids area at Fair Day that has fun activities for children to do. We might be able 
to go to the kids area and play with some other children. We might not be able to go to 
the kids area if my parents want to go to another part of Fair Day. Fair Day is for parents to 
have fun as well as the children.  
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It is important when we go to Fair Day that I stay near my parents so that I don’t get lost.  
It can sometimes be difficult to see my parents when there are so many people in the 
park. If I do lose my parents I should stand still and wait for my parents to find me.  If I am 
worried I could tell a safe adult. A safe adult is a police officer or a Fair Day volunteer. A 
Fair Day volunteer will be wearing a bright yellow vest and a badge/card around their 
necks.  
 
My parents like going to Fair Day and it is usually a fun day. I might like going to Fair Day 
too.  
	


